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ABOUT LISA'S SWEET
TREATS
Hi, my name is Lisa and I create unique sweet gifts for your

customers, guests, clients and employees.

I am based in North Warwickshire, and deliver all over the UK

and internationally.

Fizzy bubblegum bottles are my passion, but more important

than that, is helping my customers enhance their customer or

employee experience through sweets!

I love what I do and can't wait to hear 

from you!
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WHY USE LISA'S
SWEET TREATS?

No set up costs

Flexible to products / demands

Short lead times

Reliable service

Low MOQ

Distribution and fulfilment to direct to

employees / customers managed by Lisa’s

Sweet Treats’s Sweet Treats 

Dietary options available (vegan, gluten

free veggie, dairy free, gluten and dairy

free)

PREVIOUS
CLIENTS INCLUDE
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ORDER INFORMATION
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POSTAGE

To be quoted an individual basis

Royal Mail 2nd Class £3.50 per address

Royal Mail Tracked48 £4.20 per address

One delivery address (e.g. head office)

Direct to multiple recipients (up to 2kg) - saving you

the hassle of posting

BRANDING / MESSAGE

There is no additional cost for the branding

and design set up.

We can work together to design labels and

artwork, or you can design in house.

PAYMENT

Invoice (14 days standard terms) 

Debit / credit card
Lead time is around 10 days from the order being

placed, however please give enough notice as

possible. You can place an order and arrange

delivery for a later date

If the order is urgent please enquire as there may

be flexibility on the lead time

LEAD TIMES



PRODUCT RANGE
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Around £2 per unit

MOQ 50 units

Little Treats

Around £10 per unit

MOQ 10 units

Treat Boxes and Jars

Around £20 -£30 per unit

MOQ 2 units

Hampers & Giant Gifts

Not a generic bottle of wine or a bunch of

flowers - no need to worry if and what your

customer drinks!

On board, bespoke branding.

Unique - your recipient won't have received

another box of pic n mix before!

Shared on social media - customers will often

share as it's not something often seen

A surprise - imagine checking in to a hotel and

finding a surprise bag of pic 'n' mix on your bed!

Customer experience - creating a warm feeling of

a childhood throwback with some pic n mix

Why sweets and chocolates?

For key corporate customers

Distant customers - remind them of

you

Promote a new marketing campaign

Treats for new starters

Seasonal treats

Conference and event giveaways

Treats in the office

Part of a welcome / gift box

Marketing campaigns

Gifting suggestions 



SWEET BAGS

Average weight 100g

Dimensions
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LITTLE TREATS

Pricing from £1.75 per unit,

discounts for large orders

Please enquire for bespoke

pricing

Pricing



INDIVIDUAL SWEET BOXES - CLASSIC

Recyclable box measures 7.5cm x 7.5cm x

5.5cm

Average weight 170g

Pricing from £2.20 per unit, discounts for

large orders

Please enquire for bespoke pricing

Dimensions

Pricing
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LITTLE TREATS



INDIVIDUAL SWEET BOXES - PILLOW

Recyclable box measures

12cm in length

Average weight 70g

Dimensions
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LITTLE TREATS

Pricing from £1.75 per unit,

discounts for large orders 

Please enquire for bespoke

pricing

Pricing



Recyclable box measures 9cm x 3.5cm x

6cm

Average weight 85g

Pricing from £1.75 per unit, discounts

for large orders

Please enquire for bespoke pricing

Dimensions

Pricing

INDIVIDUAL SWEET BOXES - RECTANGLE
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LITTLE TREATS



Average weight 55g

Pricing from £1.40 per unit,

discounts for large orders

Please enquire for bespoke

pricing

Dimensions

Pricing

CHOCOLATE LOLLY POPS
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LITTLE TREATS



EASTER SELECTION BOX
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TREAT BOXES, POUCHES AND JARS

Recyclable box measures 18 cm

x 13 cm x 3 cm

Each box contains 6 individual

eggs and 3 sharing bags

Pricing from £7.99 per unit,

discounts for large orders

Please enquire for bespoke

pricing

Dimensions

Pricing



EASTER LARGE SELECTION BOX
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TREAT BOXES, POUCHES AND JARS

Recyclable box measures 31 cm

x 25 cm x 5 cm

Each box contains 6 individual

eggs, 6 sharing bags and 1 large

sharing bag 

Pricing from £16.99 per unit,

discounts for large orders

Please enquire for bespoke

pricing

Dimensions

Pricing



Recyclable box measures 31

cm x 25 cm x 5 cm

Each box contains 9

individual eggs, 6 sharing

bags and 3 Spoon Eggs /

Packs of 5 eggs

Pricing from £24.99 per unit,

discounts for large orders

Please enquire for bespoke

pricing

Dimensions

Pricing

EASTER CADBURY SHARING BOX
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HAMPERS & GIANT GIFTS



Recyclable box measures 31

cm x 25 cm x 5 cm

Each box contains 16

sharing bags and 1 Spoon

Eggs / Packs of 5 eggs

Pricing from £24.99 per unit,

discounts for large orders

Please enquire for bespoke

pricing

Dimensions

Pricing

EASTER SHARING BOX
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HAMPERS & GIANT GIFTS



CUSTOM PRODUCTS

Black Friday internal launch for a company

1800 bags being sent to stores across the UK

for a marketing campaign

Branded popcorn bags for a corporate film

night

Chocolate based products

Sweets in a colour theme for a customer

If you have a unique idea that isn't listed on the

brochure, lets chat!

No matter the idea, I would be more than

happy to discuss sweets with you and some

ideas.

Previous projects include;

Lisa's Sweet Treats would love to help with your

customised products!
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